
22.06.2020

WALT: Measure length in cm

WILF:

1. Measure accurately

2. Read numbers accurately

3. Check starting points



What would you use to measure a pencil?



What would you use to measure a pencil?

A ruler or a tape measure.





Step 1

Place the 0cm mark on the ruler 
at one end of the object you are 
measuring. Make sure you are 
using the centimetre scale. Do not 
measure from the end of the 
ruler.



Step 2

To find the length of the object to the 
nearest centimetre, round the length up 
or down to the nearest number on the 
ruler.



Step 3

Write down the length of the object in centimetres. 



Measure the following items using your ruler

Pencil = ________cm

Book = ________cm

Glue stick = ________cm

Tablet = _______cm



How long are these objects in centimetres?

A.

B.



How long are these objects in centimetres?

A.

B.

6cm

5cm



Matthew draws a 2cm line. He starts at the arrow.

What number will he finish at?



Matthew draws a 2cm line. He starts at the arrow.

What number will he finish at?

6cm



True or false?

This Base Ten is 8cm long.



True or false?

This Base Ten is 8cm long.

False. It is 6cm long.



Match the measurement to the object.

5cm

4cm

3cm



Match the measurement to the object.

5cm

4cm

3cm

5cm

4cm

3cm



Don’t forget to go on 

Mathletics to consolidate 

your learning!



23.06.2020

WALT: Measure length in m

WILF:

1. Know 100cm = 1m

2. Understand a metre is longer than a 

centimetre

3. Estimate objects longer than 1m



Would you use a centimetre ruler to measure your classroom?

Can you think of a bigger unit of measurement for length that would 

be better?

How many centimetres (cm) are there in 1 metre (m)?



Would you use a centimetre ruler to measure your classroom?

No, this unit of measurement is too small to measure a room.

Can you think of a bigger unit of measurement for length that would 

be better? 
metres - m

How many centimetres (cm) are there in 1 metre (m)?

100cm = 1m



True or false? This lamppost is less than 1m tall.

2m and 91cm 

not to scale



True or false? This lamppost is less than 1m tall.

2m and 91cm 

False, it is 1m and 91cm taller than 1m.

not to scale



Choose the correct word to complete the statement.

The school hall is                          than 

1 metre and 28 centimetres.

shorterlonger



Choose the correct word to complete the statement.

The school hall is                          than 

1 metre and 28 centimetres.

longer

shorterlonger



Circle the measurement that is the best estimate for the height of a 
tiger.

39cm

5m 14cm

1m 21cm
not to scale



Circle the measurement that is the best estimate for the height of a 
tiger.

39cm

5m 14cm

1m 21cm
not to scale



Match the object to the estimated length.

11m

67cm

2m 51cm

play 

house

coach 

suitcase

not to scale



Match the object to the estimated length.

11m

67cm

2m 51cm

play 

house

coach 

suitcase

not to scale



Don’t forget to go on 

Mathletics to consolidate 

your learning!



24.06.2020

WALT: Compare lengths

WILF:

1. Know that a cm is smaller than a m

2. Use the symbols < , > and =

3. Estimate objects’ lengths



Sort the objects according to the unit you would use to measure 

them.

cm m



Sort the objects according to the unit you would use to measure 

them.



Match the animals to their estimated lengths.
(Remember: An estimation is your very best guess)

1m

4m

1cm



Match the animals to their estimated lengths.

1m

4m

1cm



Arrange the measurements from shortest to longest.

7 centimetres 20cm 9 centimetres



Arrange the measurements from shortest to longest.

7 centimetres 20cm 9 centimetres

7 centimetres 9 centimetres 20cm



Which statements are true?

A. 84m > 64m

B. 56cm < 56m

C. 10m = 10cm



Which statements are true?

A. 84m > 64m

B. 56cm < 56m

C. 10m = 10cm



Fill in the blanks to make the statements true.

is shorter than is the same as

is longer than

36 centimetres 36cm

96 centimetres 63cm

49cm 56cm



Fill in the blanks to make the statements true.

36 centimetres is the same as 36cm

96 centimetres is longer than 63cm

49cm is shorter than 56cm



Susan’s ribbon is 59cm long and is shorter than Saffron’s. 
Toby’s ribbon is the longest and measures 100cm. 

Choose which measurement could describe Saffron’s ribbon.

48cm 1m73cm



Susan’s ribbon is 59cm long and is shorter than Saffron’s. 
Toby’s ribbon is the longest and measures 100cm. 

Choose which measurement could describe Saffron’s ribbon.

48cm 1m73cm



Arrange the cards below in the following template to create three
true statements. 

> <30m

68m68cm



Arrange the cards below in the following template to create three 
true statements. 

Various answers, for example: 

30m < 68m, 68cm < 68m, 68m > 30m

> <30m

68m68cm



Don’t forget to go on 

Mathletics to consolidate 

your learning!



25.06.2020

WALT: Order lengths

WILF:

1. Know that a cm is smaller than a m

2. Use the symbols < , > and =

3. Add lengths together



Put these representations in ascending order (smallest to biggest).

T O
10

1
1

1

1

1

10
10

10

10

1

1 1



Put these representations in ascending order.

33, 47, 58, 72

T O
10

1
1

1

1

1

10
10

10

10

1

1 1

33

47

58

72



Order these lengths from longest to shortest.

46cm

one metre and five 
centimetres

11cm

64cm



Order these lengths from longest to shortest.

one metre and five centimetres, 64cm, 46cm, 11cm

46cm

one metre and five 
centimetres

11cm

64cm



True or false? 

8cm is shorter than 18cm. 



True or false? 

True

8cm is shorter than 18cm. 



These toy vehicles have been ordered by their length from shortest 
to longest. 

Using the table, put a tick where the aeroplane should be.

Vehicle Length

police car 56cm

aeroplane 1m 15cm

ambulance 65cm

bus 87cm



These toy vehicles have been ordered by their length from shortest 
to longest. 

Using the table, tick where the aeroplane should be.

To the right of the bus

Vehicle Length

police car 56cm

aeroplane 1m 15cm

ambulance 65cm

bus 87cm

✓



Circle the numbers that could be used to complete the following 
statement. Is there more than one?

1m 11cm

43cm

thirty seven

centimetres

89cm

14cm > > 56cm



Circle the numbers that could be used to complete the following 
statement. Is there more than one?

thirty seven centimetres, 43cm

1m 11cm

43cm

thirty seven

centimetres

89cm

14cm > > 56cm



These aliens have been placed in order of height from tallest to 
shortest. 

Match the toy to its height. 

2 eyes

3 eyes

4 eyes

6 eyes

1m 2cm

1m 35cm

65cm

45cm



These aliens have been placed in order of height from tallest to 
shortest. 

Match the toy to its height. 

2 eyes – 1m 35cm, 3 eyes – 45cm, 4 eyes – 65cm, 6 eyes – 1m 2cm

2 eyes

3 eyes

4 eyes

6 eyes

1m 2cm

1m 35cm

65cm

45cm



Here are the lengths of some models.

Use the symbol > to order the statements.

Model Lengths

Car 30cm

Plane 1m 20cm

Train 2m 50cm

Plane

Plane and car

2 cars

Train



Here are the lengths of some models.

Use the symbol > to order the statements.

Train > Plane and car > Plane > 2 cars

Model Lengths

Car 30cm

Plane 1m 20cm

Train 2m 50cm

Plane

Plane and car

2 cars

Train



Don’t forget to go on 

Mathletics to consolidate 

your learning!



26.06.2020

WALT: Solve word problems

WILF:

1. Read the questions and highlight key 

words

2. Write the sum

3. Solve the problem



The length of a table is 35cm. 

The length of a chair is 22cm.

What is the total length of the table and the 

chair?



The length of a pen is 10cm.

What is the total length of 6 pens?



Lily is 84cm tall.

Emma is 15cm shorter than Lily.
How tall is Lily?

Lily       Emma



Mrs Hamilton has a rubber which is 30cm long.

She splits it into 5 parts.
How long is each part?



Don’t forget to go on 

Mathletics to consolidate 

your learning!


